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We’ve all come across those suave, confident, and all-so-knowing books that tell us precisely
what to drink with which dish, how to swirl, sniff, slosh, and pronounce on our wine, and, above
all, how to impress our friends and business associates with our expertise.Well, this is not one of
those books. Is This Bottle Corked? is something different: a book that poses–and answers–the
really important questions about wine.•What was Falstaff drinking when he called for more sack?
•What was actually drunk at Plato’s Symposium?•When is rot "noble"?•Who was the first
American connoisseur of wine–it wasn’t George Washington, but speaking of the general, what
was his favorite wine?•Why on earth do wine connoisseurs talk like that?•Was Pliny the Elder
the first Robert Parker?•Why do we drink to forget–and why doesn’t it work?These and many
other intriguing, amusing, and curious questions are answered within, guaranteeing the reader a
"Yes, but did you know . . .?" for every occasion at which a cork is drawn.Best read with a glass
of aged German riesling, or perhaps a soft, consoling Constantia (recommended by Jane
Austen for heartbreak and, to boot, gout) or maybe even a glass of St. Anne’s Rhubarb and
Ginger Wine, this book is as much for bon vivants and those of us who just enjoy a good bottle
or two as for the committed oenophile.Simply open, pour, and relax.

"As appealing to wine-lovers as it is to the simply curious–and to those who like to start their
sentences, ‘Ah yes, but did you know . . . ?’–Is This Bottle Corked? answers the really important
questions about wine. . . . Best read with a glass of good Pomerol, or perhaps a soft consoling
Constantia, this book is as much for those who just enjoy a good glass as it is for committed
oenophiles."—Harpers Wine and Spirit Weekly"A compilation of amusing and curious stories
about wine."—Times (London)"As fascinating and quirky as the wine it celebrates."—Oxford
TimesPlenty here that will deepen and enrich even a developed understanding of wine."—Giles
Kime, Times Literary Supplement"This book is actually fun and tells you things you didn’t know
about everything wine-connected. . . . Read it and then instead of being a wine dullard you can
be the drinker with the facts."—DiplomatFrom the Hardcover edition.About the
AuthorKATHLEEN BURK was born and raised in California and, as the daughter of a grape
farmer, has wine in her bones. While at the University of California at Berkeley, she traveled
around Napa Valley tasting wine, riding pillion on a 750cc motorcycle. At Oxford she discovered
European wines, to which she is devoted. She has a Diploma in Wine and Spirits, writes for the
World of Fine Wine, and is a judge for the International Wine and Spirits Competition. She is the
Professor of Modern and Contemporary History at University College London and the author of
Old World, New World: Great Britain and America from the Beginning.MICHAEL BYWATER is
an author, broadcaster, and culture critic. He writes for the Independent, the Daily Telegraph, the
Sunday Times, and a host of other periodicals. He is also a regular broadcaster for the BBC,



development executive at Studio Lambert TV in London, and intermittently teaches tragedy at
the University of Cambridge.He is author of Lost Worlds: What Have We Lost, and Where Did It
Go? and Big Babies: Or: Why Can’t We Just Grow Up? He is currently writing a book on male
friendship,A Fine Bromance. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Ursiform, “Pleasant, light-reading fluff for the wine lover. This book is a series of vignettes related
to wine. Serious wine lovers will already know the points that relate to normal consumption.
Other topics, like what Napoleon drank, will be of passing interest. (What wine to have with curry
is a nearly unsolvable conundrum.) Overall, however, if you like wine and need some light
reading material, this book is a pleasant diversion.By the way, the cork industry has gotten its act
together, and it is rare to find a recently-bottled wine that is corked. (Even if it is still a
conversation starter when you write a book like this.)”

Robert Self, “Expectorate to exasperate. A thorough preparation to be randomly glib as you
share your next bottle of claret or zinfendel. The more random quotes of this quirky little
companion you can expectorate after four glasses of fine riesling, the more you will elicit either
awe or exasperation from your drinking mates.Not a collection of factoids and quotes, but a
studied (and rather impractical) saunter through wine history. Is This Bottle Corked? is also
notably well-written. Some of the best moments of the book are when the authors deem to
share personal anecdotes. A typical (and rather remarkable) paragraph:(speaking of a British
hotel dining room): "...(it) smelled as British hotel dining rooms are supposed to smell- of gravy,
soup, damp, and the poetry of Philip Larken....It was sad to see these probably harmless chaps
spending an evening in the Midlands rain telling lies to each other ("We're very confident in the
prospects Stateside") while the one couple, a man and a woman obviously married and equally
obviously not to each other, attracted such glances of loathing and envy that we half expected to
see them run shrieking from the room"...'There was, of course, a sommelier: a worn-down,
rotund, small man with a hairdo remeniscent of Dirk Bogard in the last reel of Death in
Venice...."Prose as good as some of the wines they pointedly do not rate on a 1 to 100 scale.”

DAB, “Is This Bottle Corked. I love reading about history and particularly history that is not
readily available in most books. I also like reading about wine. What we have in this book is a
couple of very knowledgeable people giving me some good history lessons and making it fun
using wine as the backdrop. It must have taken lots of research to have the information made
available about everything from Greek mythology, the bible, European history, American History,
etc. In addition just some good ole facts about wine making and understanding technical issues
related to growing grapes and making wine.”

Moonshine, “Excellent!. A very informative introduction to wine. Easy to read.”

Chef Nina, “Book Arrived In Excellent Condition. My brother-in-law requested this book so I
didn't know what to expect. The book arrived in perfect condition and looks like an interesting
read. It arrived within the promised time frame, too.”



JackJack, “Rambling, disorganised, and utterly compelling.. This is an unusual and charming
book - its structure is not the typical 'journey through the world of wine' that I was expecting. In
fact, it's a selection of loosely-connected anecdotes relating to the world of wine. Each chapter
consists of just a few pages, but the writing is so compelling (and the topics so unpredictable),
that it quickly becomes a real page-turner. It's one of those books that demands to have
passages read aloud to long-suffering family members and passers-by.Excellent holiday
reading. Please note that the authors suggest reading it with a glass of wine in hand. Who am I
to argue with that?”

The book by Kathleen Burk has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 13 people have provided feedback.
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